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Phase 1: 

Public relations  



Journalists reached 285
Google News published    1x
Reddit reach          20 mio+
Wikipedia articles 1
Social media reach 6k+
Altmetric score     +4000%

Science Communication

Summary 



We analyzed the research results, found the best formulation 
for the press release, and sent it to carefully selected media 

outlets from all over the world. 

1 | Public relations



We communicated results to 

285
selected journalists, senior editors, reporters and 
external contributors interested in the chemistry 

and environment.

 

1 | Public relations

Our database consist of over 10 000 contacts from various scientific fields. We 
always choose the right ones and send our emails one by one with a special 

anti-throttling algorithm that help us avoid ending in a spam folder.



This press release was published on Google News index 
USA website and in Yahoo News.

1 | Public relations

https://news.google.com/search?q=Decarbonizing%20society%20is%20the%20key%20presumption%20for%20Carbon%20neutrality%20of%20the%20society%20which%20refers%20to%20achieving%20net-zero%20carbon%20dioxide%20emissions.%20This%20is%20one%20of%20the%20goals%20of%20policies%20of%20many%20countries%20across%20the%20world.%20Carbon%20neutrality%20can%20be%20done%20by%20balancing%20emissions%20of%20carbon%20dioxide%20with%20its%20removal%20(often%20through%20carbon%20offsetting)%20or%20by%20eliminating%20emissions%20from%20society%20(the%20transition%20to%20the%20%22post-carbon%20economy%22.&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
http://news.yahoo.com/study-addresses-alkaline-water-electrolysis-064722607.html


1 | Public relations



Phase 2: 

Wikipedia 



This MIT study has proven that scientific 
articles on Wikipedia eventually receive more 

academic citations. 

Wikipedia attracts 1.5 billion unique visitors per 
month, and is also used by students, scientists and 

journalists. If your research is mentioned on 
Wikipedia, it soon becomes common knowledge.

Why Wikipedia?

2 | Wikipedia

https://www.nature.com/news/wikipedia-shapes-language-in-science-papers-1.22656


2 | Wikipedia

Backlink to published article



Phase 3: 

Reddit 



3 | Reddit

During September 2019 alone, the r/science 
community “averaged 5.6 million unique users 

and 29 million page views.” 

Which happens to be a larger circulation than all 
the top ten US newspapers’ weekday circulation 

(including USA Today, The New York Times, and the 
Wall Street Journal).

Why Reddit?

https://massivesci.com/notes/social-media-reddit-science-community-journalism-front-page-science-communication/
https://massivesci.com/notes/social-media-reddit-science-community-journalism-front-page-science-communication/


We shared a direct link to the published paper on the communities of r / science 
r/chemistry, r/climate and several others we found appropriate. We understand Reddit's 
guidelines well with over five years of experience, so our posts got published to relevant 

communities, outreaching over 20m members.

3 | Reddit



3 | Reddit

Reddit communities engaged with our posts



Phase 4: 

Facebook 



4 | Facebook

Facebook fanpage “Sky EnviroEditing” focused on environmental 

research posted about research with direct link to research article.

https://www.facebook.com/skyeenviroediting/


Phase 5: 

Twitter 



5 | Twitter

The research results were tweeted to an audience of over 

6.000
Twitter users 

(and was retweeted more than 30x)



5 | Twitter

Some of the tweets:



Science Communication

Summary 

Client:



Journalists reached 285
Google News published    1x
Reddit reach          20 mio+
Wikipedia articles 1
Social media reach 6k+
Altmetric score     +4000%

Science Communication

Summary 



Our activities significantly increased the Altmetric score of the 
communicated research (citation social impact metrics) - from 
? to 40. We succeeded in putting research in the top 5% of all 

research outputs scored by Altmetric.



Contact us if you are interested in complex communication solutions for your scientific research or institution.

                   EDUARD PETISKA, PHD             PHDR. TOMAS GAVLAS

At Sciencecom we believe that properly 
communicating scientific results makes the 

world a better place
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Communicate your 
research results 

globally!

www.sciencecom-agency.com
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 Prague 1 - 110 00
Czech Republic

IN: 09491236
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